This paper presents a new artificial immune algorithm with continuous-learning, which is inspired by the biological immune system, to realize the voltage diagnosis in electrical distribution systems. This conception allows one to compose a diagnosis system that can continuously learn without reinitialization when new disturbances occur due to the evolution of the electrical system. Two artificial immune algorithms, which are the negative selection algorithm and the clonal selection algorithm, are used for the pattern recognition process and the learning process, respectively. The principal application of this new method aids the operation during failures, supervises the protection system, and can evolve with the power systems to continuously acquire new knowledge. This new methodology has a direct impact in the area of diagnosis in electrical systems, as well as, in the pattern recognition problem, because the main contribution and novelty of this method is the continuous learning capability, which enables the system to learn unknown patterns without having to restart the knowledge. This is the major advantage of this methodology. To evaluate the efficiency and performance of this new method, failure simulations were performed in a real distribution system with 134 buses using the EMTP software. The results show robustness and efficiency.
cial immune systems, etc.) is an alternative to the diagnosis prob-23 lem. Several techniques based on this concept have been used to 24 aid the operators in executing routines in electrical systems, which 25 provides security, velocity and efficiency in planning corrective ac- 26 tions. 27 However, most failure-diagnosis methods based on intelligence 28 proposed to the actual electrical systems have a learning strategy 29 to obtain the knowledge, on which all efficiency and robustness 30 depend. Normally, these strategies (training or learning algorithms) 31 must always reinitialize the learning process when the system is 32 executed or a new disturbance occurs; therefore, the system is not 33 significantly intelligent. The system does not constantly learn, and 34 when a new pattern appears, every learning process is executed 35 again. 36 A modern and intelligent failure-diagnosis system to the smart 37 grids must continuously learn, follow innovations and mod-38 ernizations of the electrical system, which include new types 39 of prominent failures, learn with experience and constantly 40 evolve. Developing a system with these characteristics is a complex 42 task. In the literature, many studies present methods to solve the 43 problem of the diagnosis of disturbances, as in ( Uyar, Yildririm, 44 & Gencoglu, 2008 ), ( Oleskovicz et al., 2009 ), ( Zhang, Li, & Hu, 45 2011 ), ( Lima, Lotufo, & Minussi, 2014 ) , ( Lima, Minussi, Bessa, dalgo, 2015 ), however these approaches do not consider the min- 47 imum requisites to the smart grids, i.e., the objective to provide 48 continuous-learning to a pattern recognition system. This requisite 49 based on auto-restoration idea, i.e., continuous learning provide 50 the ability to perform the detection, analyze, respond and classify 51 failures without human intervention. 52 In the literature, there are a few approaches that propose tems, i. e., the Euclidean ARTMAP neural network was able to iden-65 tify unknown patterns, which were not learned yet in the train- 66 ing process. In Barros, Tonelli-Neto, Decanini, and Minussi (2015 ) 67 the authors present a method to detection and classification of 68 voltage disturbances in electrical power systems using a modified 69 Euclidean ARTMAP neural network with Continuous Training. In 70 this strategy the neural network is initially trained to obtain the 71 knowledge. In the online process, if a pattern in analysis is un-72 known by the diagnostic system, is executed an online learning 73 phase, and starting this, the diagnostic system is able to identify 74 and classify the pattern that was unknown to the system. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the BIS, 110 Section 3 focuses on the NSA, and Section 4 tackles the CLONALG. 111 The modeling and simulations is presented in Section 5 . The pro-112 posed methodology is presented in Section 6 , and the applications 113 and results are discussed in Section 7 . The conclusions are pre-114 sented in Section 8 . 115 2. Biological immune system 116 The BIS is the principal defense of organisms against several in-117 fective agents that invade/infect the human body. In this case, the 118 BIS must instantaneously act by effectively responding to the in-119 vading agents and identifying them to protect the human body (in-120 dicating the disease). There are two types of responses: the innate 121 immune system and the adaptive immune system. 122 The innate immune system is the first defense line with a fast 123 response characterized by dendritic cells (APC-Antigen Present-124 ing Cell) and phagocyte (Granulocytes, Macrophages, etc.), which 125 are responsible for ingesting strange particles to the organism and 126 other types of defenses, such as physical barriers (skin) and chem-127 icals ( de Castro, 2001 ) . 128 The adaptive immune system is the second level, which can 129 recognize microorganisms, such as viruses, bacteria, fungi, proto-130 zoa, helminthes, and some types of worms. The adaptive immune 131 system is responsible for realizing the learning process on the in-132 fective agents on the first contact with the antigens, i.e., the first 133 exposure to the infective agent. In addition, it is responsible for 134 creating memory immune cells from the first exposure to the in-135 fective agent to accelerate a response to this type of infective agent 136 in future exposure ( de Castro & Timmis, 2002 ). The biological organism, particularly the human body, is com-139 posed of several cells and molecules that work in harmony and re-140 spond to strange agents that enter the organism, which are called 141 antigens. 142 The BIS has fundamental characteristics such as pattern recog-143 nition, learning and neutralization of infective agents. These steps 144 represent an immune response, which is illustrated on Fig. 1 . 145 Step (I) represents the BIS exposure to an antigen (infective 146 agent). The BIS can react with two types of responses: the innate 147 immune response, which begins at step (II), and the adaptive im-148 mune response, which begins at step (VII). If the process begins 149 with the innate immune system (step (II)), the infective agent is 150 considered to be an unknown agent by the BIS, and the infective 151 cell in the organism must be identified and informed a posteriori ; 152 then, the adaptive immune system begins an adaptive response 153 (learn and generate antibodies to neutralize the antigen). If the 154 process begins with the adaptive immune system (step (VII)) the 155 antigen is known by the BIS, and the detection process is realized 156 by the memory lymphocytes in the organism.
In step (II), the innate immune process begins when some anti-158 gen (infective agent) is ingested by a dendritic cell (APC-Antigen 159 Presenting Cell). At this phase, the antigens are ingested and dis-160 integrated into antigen peptides. In step (III), the pieces of pep-161 tides are linked to the MHC (Major Histocompatibility Complex) 162 molecules and presented to the surface of the dendritic cell. 163 In step (IV), the T lymphocytes, which have receptive 164 molecules at the surface, can recognize/identify different anti-165 gen MCH/peptides that are processed by the dendritic cells, i.e., 166 when there is a link (combination), the antigen is recognized, 167 . 198 It is emphasized that the entire process is realized with the co-199 operation of the cells that form the BIS, each of which is respon-200 sible for a relatively simple function, and the set that realizes an 201 extremely complex work ( de Castro, 2001 ), ( Dasgupta, 1998 ) . 202 This paper was inspired by the BIS operation, pattern recogni-203 tion and learning processes. 205 The NSA is based on the pattern recognition process of the bi-206 ological immune system and elaborated as a computational model. 207 The NSA is proposed in Forrest et al. (1994 ) . In this algorithm (neg-208 ative selection) the T lymphocytes that occur at a specific time and 209 discriminates the proper/non-proper cells in the organism. The al-210 gorithm is executed in two phases, such as presented in Figs. 2 211 and 3 ( de Castro, 2001 ): 212 The censor phase of the NSA consists primarily of generating 213 a detector set from the data that were randomly chosen and ver-214 ifying which data can recognize a non-proper pattern. The detec-215 tors are similar to the mature T cells that can recognise pathogenic 216 agents ( Lima et al., 2013 ) . 217 The monitoring phase consists of monitoring a system to iden-218 tify a change in behaviour; thus, this monitoring phase classifies 219 the change using the detector set that was created in the censor 220 phase. The censor phase occurs in the off-line mode, and the mon-221 itoring phase occurs in real-time mode ( de Castro & Timmis, 2002 ), 222 ( Dasgupta, 1998 ) . 
Negative selection algorithm
where:
232
L is the dimension of the lymphocytes ( Ab ) and antigens ( Ag ). 233 It is emphasized that the censor and monitoring phases of the Ab i nominal value of position i minus the deviation adopted 258 in the antibody (detector pattern); 259 Ab i nominal value of position i plus the deviation adopted 260 in the antibody (detector pattern). 261 Expression ( 5 ) represents the method to quantify the total affin-262 ity with the analyzed patterns ( Bradley & Tyrrell, 2002 ) , ( Lima & 263 Minussi, January-2014 ):
where: Thus, if A f T is greater than T A f , then the combination/matching 270 with the patterns occurs, i.e., the patterns are considered 271 equal/similar. Otherwise, there is no matching with the patterns. Step II : Affinity evaluation: each antigen ( Agi ) is presented to ev-285 ery Ab of the population ( Ab ) in a process of affinity 286 evaluation. A vector f of affinity is determined; 287 Step III : Selection: the n Ab s with high affinity f to Agi are se-288 lected to compose a sub population ( Ab { n } ); 289 Step IV : Cloning: the n selected Ab s proliferate (clone) propor-290 tionally to the affinities of the antigen ( Agi ) and generate 291 a C population of clones in each selected Ab ;
292
Step V : Hyper-mutation: the C population of clones is submit-293 ted to the maturation affinity process, which generates 294 a new population, C * , where each Ab will mutate with a 295 rate inversely proportional to the affinity f ;
296
Step VI : Affinity evaluation: determine the affinity f * with the set 297 C * of mutated clones and the antigen Agi ;
298
Step VII : Re-selection: from the mature population C * , re-select 299 the n best mature Ab s to make a sub-population ( Ab { n } ). 300 From this sub-population, choose the best Ab s to enter 301 the memory set ( Ab { n } Step VIII : Meta-dynamics: substitute d antibodies of ( Ab { R } ) by 305 new individuals ( Ab { d } ) to make the repertoire diverse. 306 The anti-bodies with the lowest affinity are substituted; 307 Step IX : Repeat steps II-VIII until the stop criterion is satisfied. 308 At the end of the iterative process, the memory set ( Ab {M} ) The mutation rate ( α) of each clone is defined according to 321 Eq. (7) ( de Castro, 2001 ):
where: This section describes the methodology proposed to realize the 354 voltage disturbance diagnosis in electrical distribution systems us-355 ing the artificial immune algorithm with continuous-learning. 356 The voltage disturbance diagnosis system with continuous-357 learning in this section is inspired by the pattern recognition and 358 learning process of the BIS, which was described in Section 2 . A of 359 this work. To computationally formulate and reproduce this bio-360 logical process, the NSA proposed by Forrest et al. (1994 ) and the 361 CLONALG proposed by de Castro and Von Zuben (20 0 0 ) were used. 362 The NSA realizes the voltage diagnosis disturbance and the CLON-363 ALG as a strategy for learning. 364 The diagnosis system with continuous-learning has five princi-365 pal steps: NSA (off-line) censoring, novelty detection, continuous-366 learning, NSA monitoring and knowledge updating. The block dia-367 gram is shown in Fig. 4 . According to Fig. 4 , in the off-line process 368 called censor module, the proper and disturbance detectors for the 369 NSA are defined, which form the set of NSA detectors. 370 Thus, from the data acquisition system (SCADA ( Wylie & Pley-371 dell, 2008 )), voltage readings are executed at the electrical dis-372 tribution substation to obtain the oscillographs. Then, the censor 373 module defines the proper detector set. For electrical distribution 374 systems, the proper signals have the normal operation characteris-375 tics. Then, 256 window samples of the signal that represents the 376 normal system operation are filed as proper detectors. 377 Subsequently, the censor module is executed to generate the 378 disturbance detectors, and for each type of disturbance, the cen-379 sor module is executed once. 380 In this phase, the detectors are randomly generated from a set 381 of signals that represent the disturbed system. Thus, 1 cycle (256 382 points) in the simulated data is windowed and these data are com-383 pared window by window with the proper detectors. If there is 384 matching, the random vector is rejected. Otherwise, it is accepted 385 and filed as a disturbance detector in the set of the disturbance 386 detectors. The censor process is illustrated in Fig. 5 . 387 The system operator defines the number of detectors (proper 388 or disturbances). The detector set is used for the novelty detection 389 and monitoring steps of the NSA. 390 The monitoring process (on-line) is executed after the off-line 391 process. The test set (antigens), which is obtained from the acqui-392 sition system (SCADA ( Wylie & Pleydell, 2008 )), is formed using 393 every available signal in the database. Then, a random signal is se-394 lected to be analyzed. 395 The novelty detection step is executed when a signal is selected 396 to be analyzed, and the analyzed signal is compared with the de-397 tector set of the NSA. The matching of the signal with some detec-398 tor is verified. If they match, the analyzed signal is known by the 399 system, i.e., there is no novelty. Otherwise, the signal is considered 400 a novelty or unknown by the system. 401 When the system identifies a novelty, the continuous-learning 402 step is executed to learn about the new antigen (analyzed signal), 403 and the learning process occurs, which is realized by the CLONALG. Thus, the mutation process consists of realizing a mutation using 430 Eq. (10) in a random position of the signal (lymphocyte).
where: Ab i is the mature lymphocyte, Ab i is the position to be mu-432 tated, Ag i is the goal (learning pattern), and α is a random number 433 between [0, 1]. 434 After the lymphocytes are matured, the n best matured clones 435 are re-selected to be included in the population. The selected lym-436 phocytes replace the worst lymphocytes of the population. Further-437 more, the best lymphocytes are separated for the memory set. The 438 process is repeated until the stop criterion is satisfied. In this work, 439 the stop criterion is that every lymphocyte of the memory set 440 reaches at least 92% affinity with the antigen (signal to be learned). 441 Fig. 6 illustrates the learning process of CLONALG to learn a har-442 monic signal. Fig. 6 (a) illustrates the signal to be learned. Fig. 6 (b) 443 shows the memory antibody randomly generated in red in the it-4 4 4 eration 1. Fig. 6 (c), (d) , (e), (f), (g), (h) and (i) shows the memory 445 anti-body after 50, 100, 150, 20 0, 250, 30 0 and 350 iterations, re-446 spectively. Finally, Fig. 6 (j) illustrates the memory anti-body after 447 the stop criterion is satisfied, i.e., the affinity with the random sig-448 nal and the pattern to be learned are greater than 92%. 449 At the end of the CLONALG process, there is a memory set 450 (knowledge) related to the unknown antigen. This knowledge set 451 is included to the detector set of the NSA to provide knowledge to 452 the system. For example, in another analysis of the same type, the 453 system can recognize and classify the disturbance. This character-454 istic is known as continuous-learning. 455 When the novelty detection step does not identify a novelty, 456 i.e., when the antigen is known by the NSA, the process occurs ac-457 cording to Fig. 7 , similarly to the conventional NSA. Thus, the sig-458 nal under analysis must be compared with the detector set of the 459 NSA and evaluate the matching and affinity to detect the abnor-460 mality and later classify the signal according to the class of distur-461 bance where matching occurs. lymphocyte of the memory set must be selected and updated to 484 the detector set of the NSA. The updating occurs on the substitu-485 tion of one detector that does not match the antigen pattern. This 486 detector is substituted by the best lymphocyte of the memory set 487 generated on the learning process realized by the CLONALG. 488 The learning updating only occurs when there is the need to 489 reinforce the NSA knowledge, i.e., when fewer than 70 % of the de-490 tectors do not satisfy the affinity criterion, matching no antigen. 491 Then, this detector is substituted by a new detector generated in 492 the learning process, which is called the updating knowledge. 493 The process in Fig. 4 is repeated until every antigen (test set) is 494 analyzed. 495 496 This section presents the obtained results of the proposed 497 method in the simulated test system. The algorithm was devel-498 oped using MATLAB® ( MATLAB 2011 ). Every test and simulation 499 was performed using a PC Intel Core 2 Duo 1.9 GHz with 2 GB 500 of RAM (Random-Access Memory). The proposed algorithm used 501 a real distribution system with 134 buses ( LaPSEE 2011 ). Table 2 presents the parameters in the tests, which were ob-510 tained using an empirical test process. Table 3 shows the results with the previously mentioned pat-520 terns and configurations for the conventional diagnosis, i.e., the di-521 agnosis without continuous training. 522 The conventional diagnosis system cannot identify the excluded 523 patterns from the censor process, i.e., it cannot identify these types 524 of patterns. 525 Table 4 presents the results of the diagnosis process with con-526 tinuous training. The configurations and parameters are identical 527 to those used for the conventional NSA algorithm.
Results and applications
528 Table 4 shows that the continuous-training system can learn the 529 unknown disturbances and execute the diagnosis in another anal-530 ysis. In addition, the updating knowledge module contributes to 531 increase the matching rate for some known disturbances because 532 the system updates the detector set of the NSA in the online mon-533 itoring process, which reinforces and improves the knowledge. 534 Tables 3 and 4 show an improvement in diagnosing the distur-535 bances, i.e., the system with continuous training can evolve with 536 the experience and diagnose the disturbances that were not pre-537 viously diagnosed. The excluded patterns from the censor process 538 were not recognized by the system without continuous training 539 with 0% matches. After using the continuous training, the patterns 540 are identified with a matching rate of approximately 98.95 % for the 541 swell, 97.22 % for the harmonic and 98.95 % for the oscillatory tran-542 sient. 543 In conclusion, it is possible to control the quality of the gener-544 ated lymphocytes in the memory set of the learning process with 545 the CLONALG. To finish the learning process, the lymphocytes of 546 Table 5 presents a comparative study that uses matching ac-573 cording to the proposed method and the principal references that 574 are available in the literature. This study presented methods with 575 continuous learning and methods without continuous learning. 576 The proposed method presents a matching index and a preci-577 sion that is similar to other works that are available in the litera-578 ture. It should be emphasised that the use of the continuous learn-579 ing changes the sensitivity of the voltage disturbance diagnosis and 580 can detect and classify any abnormality; therefore, good results are 581 presented. 582
Comments about the algorithm 583
After carrying out the tests and obtaining the results, we iden-584 tified the strengths and weaknesses of the proposed algorithm; 585 these are presented in this section. 
